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  Provides effective removal 
of plastic film from screen 
overflow

  An air knife acts as initial 
separator

  Patented “pressure suction” 
process separates light fraction 
from residual materials

  A variable-speed suction 
blower draws light material off 
the belt 

  Improve oversized particle 
removal with magnet 
separation and/or stone trap 
additions

WINDSIFTERS



WINDSIFTER
HURRIKAN
The mobile Hurrikan windsifters allow
effective separation of plastic foils 
from over-sized screened particles.
The patented “pressure-suction“ process
enables an effective separation of light
fraction from screening residues. In the
first step, material is separated by an
air knife. 

In the second step, the lightweight material 
is drawn off by a powerful suction blower. 
The suction performance is adjustable 
to material by variation of blower speed, 
blower distance and vent flaps. The quality 
of the recyclable oversized particles can 
be improved yet further by using magnet 
separation and a stone trap.

Hurrikan Hurrikan S

Drive

Electrical power input (kW / HP): 44 / 59 44 / 59

Diesel generator (kVA / HP): 60 / 80.4 60 / 80.4

Material feeding 

Filling width: 5’3’’ / 1600 mm 5’3’’ / 1600 mm

Filling height: adjustable from 6’5’’ to 7’5’’ / 1950 to 2250 mm adjustable from 6’5’’ to 7’5’’ / 1950 to 2250 mm

Blower power

Pressure blower (kW): 7.5 7.5

Suction and feed blower (kW): 15 2 x 15

Material discharge

Max. discharge height: 9’6’’ / 2900 mm 8’6’’ / 2600 mm

Dimensions

Transport dimensions L x W x H:  27’3’’ x 8’4’’ x 13’1’’ / 8300 x 2550 x 4000 mm 36’1’’ x 8’4’’ x 13’1’’ / 11000 x 2550 x 4000 mm

Working dimensions L x W x H: 26’8’’  x 9’10’’ x 13’5’’
8130 x 3000 x 4100 mm

36’1’’ x 9’10’’ x 13’ 1’’
11000 x 3000 x 4000 mm

Weight: 7.0 t.sh / 6.5 mt 11.0 t.sh / 10.0 mt

Throughput (dependento on material)

Throughput performance: to 75 yd3/h / to 57 m3/h to 100 yd3/h / to 76 m3/h

Options

Magnet drum, separation belt for rolling fraction, diesel generator,  frequency controller for suction blower, intake channels, vibrating feeder enclosure etc.

  High throughput with over 
95% selectivity, by precise 
adjustment of settings to match 
material properties

  Powerful S-version with 
enlarged suction section  
(Two suction blowers)

 Maximum mobility   
 and independent operation  
 with on-board diesel  
 power unit

 Compatible with most  
 commercially available   
 mobile screening units

HIGHLIGHTS
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01
Vibrating feeder 
with enclosure

02
Air Knife

03
Suction blowers

04
Diesel generator  

05
Rolling fraction 
separator
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The patented pressure-suction process 
ensures extremely effective separation of the 
lightweight fraction from the screen overflow. 
In the first step, material is separated by a 
air knife. In the second step, the lightweight 
material is drawn off by a powerful suction 
blower.

The wide chute enables a width up to 47’’  
(1.2 m) and feed height of 6’5’’ to 7’5’’ (1.95 
to 2.25 m) for the screener conveyor belt. 
The suction performance is adjustable for 
the material by changing the blower speed, 
blower distance, and vent flaps.

The optional magnetic drum and rolling 
fraction separator make the Hurrikan a real 
clean-up machine. On the tiltable conveyor 
belt, round, heavy objects (mainly stones) roll 
downwards and are diverted via a chute.

OptionsAdjustmentSeparation

1 Pressure blower
2 Suction blower

Screening residue

Rolling particle (e.g. stones)
Fe-metals

Light fraction (e.g. plastic foils)

1 

2 
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HIGHLIGHTS

STONE SEPARATOR
STONEFEX
The Stonefex 3000 stone separator reliably 
and very effectively removes stones and inert 
items from biomass fuels. The input material is 
the usable biofuel fraction from a screener, for 
example woody green cuttings, screen residue 
from compost, or forestry chips.

A patented system of pressure and suction 
blowers generates exactly the right air flow in 
the separation chamber to remove stones and 
heavy objects from the wood. Fractions that 
were previously difficult to use due to their 
high amount of stones can now be processed 
into fuel. Biomass processors profit from better 
customer demand for their fuels and higher 
sale prices.

STONEFEX 3000

Drive

Electrical power input (kW / HP): 26 / 34.8

Diesel generator (kVA / HP): 30 / 40.2 

Material feeding - Intake conveyor

Filling width: 3’11’’ / 1200 mm

Filling height: 10’4’’ / 3150 mm

Drive (kW): 3.0

Discharge - Stone fraction

Design: Corrugated edge belt

Discharge height: 8’2’’ (Option 12’2’’) / 2500 mm (Option 3700 mm)

Discharge - Wood fraction

Design: Corrugated edge belt

Discharge height: 8’2’’ (Option 12’2’’) / 2500 mm (Option 3700 mm)

Dimensions

Transport dimensions L x W x H: 27’3’’ x 8’4’’ x 13’1’’ / 8300 x 2550 x 4000 mm

Working dimensions L x W x H: 27’3’’ x 24’7’’ x 12’2’’ / 8300 x 7500 x 3700 mm

Weight (dependent on equipment): 11 t.sh / ~ 10.0 mt

Throughput (dependent on material)

Throughput performance: 130 yd³/h / up to 100 m³/h

Options

 Conveyor extension, adjustable belt speed, foldable electro-hydraulic discharge belts, diesel generator, Cleanfix fan, 
central lubrication, frequency converter for suction blower, remote control, increased sidebars for intake conveyor and more

  Dependable removal of up to 95 
percent of stones and inert items 
(depending on input material)

  Throughput up to 1303/h (100 m3/h) 
with configuration for input particle 
size

  Wide range of application due  
to simple modification of 
separation limits

  Low energy costs due to electrical 
drive of all components 

 Compatible with almost all  
 mobile screening machines
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1
Intake conveyor 
with adjustable 

2
Pressure blower 
with frequency 

3
Discharge 
conveyor for stone 

4
Suction blower with 
discharge pipe for 

5
Discharge conveyor 
for usable fraction

1

2

3
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The input material is loaded onto the intake 
conveyor. In the expansion chamber, a 
system of pressure and suction blowers 
separates the material into a stone fraction 
and a cleaned usable fraction, which 
conveyors take out to opposite sides.  
Fibrous materials are collected in the 
container downstream of the suction blower.

Thanks to easy adjustment of the intake 
conveyor speed, blower speed and separating 
wedge, the Stonefex keeps working efficiently 
even with variable feedstocks. Large access 
panels to the separation chamber, the motor 
compartment and the swivelling suction 
blower make for simple and convenient 
maintenance.

The single-axle trailer configuration 
makes the machine easy to maneuver, so 
transportation to the site is no problem. 
Although the standard version uses grid 
electrical power, a diesel generator option is 
available. The resulting hybrid drive system 
ensures low energy and maintenance costs.

Mobile and economical

Wood fraction Stone fraction

Efficient separation system Simple maintenance
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  Mobile stone separator 
removes 90% of stones and 
inert items from biomass fuels

  Remove rock from log yard and 
deck waste material in order to 
reuse and lower disposal costs

  The use of air to separate lights 
from heavy material results in a 
clean, dry product

  Separate construction and 
demolition waste:  rock and 
metal from wood, cardboard, 
and drywall

  Rock product can be reused 
as amedment; fines used for 
composting; mid-fraction 
used for bark mulch; overs re-
ground for biomass

STONE SEPARATOR
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We reserve the right to make technical changes due to ongoing development.  USA2019

6345 DOWNING STREET
DENVER, COLORADO 80216

[t] +1 (720) 890-9090 
[f] +1 (720) 890-5907 
[e] info@komptechamericas.com
[w] www.komptechamericas.com


